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It includes the latest PES 2013 Official Patch & DLC. The game also includes the latest version of the menu for PES 2012 Official Street Vision and DISM. Now the player has two menu options to choose from - a completely independent menu for the PES 3D6 version and adapted for Pes 2013. What's new in PES 2014: In PES2014, a new function has been added to
Pro Evolution Soccer 2014. Now the user can control each player individually, as well as select his player on the field by pressing special buttons on the keyboard. The new game has many new features, such as PES branded interface, FIFA NPCs, beautiful visuals and videos. PES Pro Evolve graphics, which allow players to make their own tracks from all over the

world and support various modes of transport, are now more realistic than limited. A new lane management window for PWC in PAX East that allows you to manage each lane on the map individually, thus adding variable vehicle speed. The ability to make the map in Pes Pro Evolved more detailed and more realistic looking. Use the built-in tools to create a scale map.
PES Game Data now provides access to new PES matches and arenas. Also available are exclusive matches that the user can add to the game. In addition, PES received many updates. For example, these are changes such as improving the game camera, adding new types of media files, RAW support, an upgraded save system, and much more. Full changelog in
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